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T

his paper is intended to convey to educators and intellectuals who embrace (or at least respect) the Catholic intellectual tradition, I a simple
but urgent message: Preserve the "Catholic moment"-which in this
context means to make the study of Catholic philosophy, theology and history, accessible and available as an elective or optional course of study to
every student enroHed in ariy American college or university. Its underlying
thesis is that, in order to preserve and maintain the Catholic intellectual tradi:-··
tion, regardless of how one chooses to define it-to keep it alive and vibrant
and a potential int1uence on America's cultural and religious future, or as an
optional alternative worldview to the present normative values that regularly
invoke criticism from the Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy-Americans will
have to be given access and opportunity to study the Catholic intellectual tradition as part of their higher education. Access to such courses and programs
1 The term "Catholic intellectual tradition" is subject to a very broad range of interpretation, historically and in contemporary discourse, from neo-conservative to
neo-liberal. Maritain sometimes referred to the "Aristotelian and Thomist" tradition.
His description, if applied to Catholic studies in post-Vatican II American culture,
would certainly elicit a mixture of reviews. Mary Ann Hinsdale recognizes a four-fold
typology of Catholic studies programs, based on significantly different understandings of the "Catholic intellectual tradition," in an unpublished paper discussed in detail later in this article. Hinsdale's paper, entitled "Catholic Studies: Models and Motives," was read on November 22, 1999 at a conference of the American Academy of
Religion, and as of this writing is available online at: sterling.holycross.edu/departments/religiousstudies/mhinsdal/Research99.html
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is needed to reach Catholic Americans. who do not attend Catholic institu..
tions of higher learning. Put another way, without the availability of
courses and programs in Catholic studies at the post-secondary level in···
schools that are non-Catholic,2 the vast majority of Americans~including
and especially Catholics~will lack the opportunity to become (re)formed
as persons possessing unique vocations in the Church .and in the world.
Neglecting only one generation can break a long and venerable chain of 1
tradition.
Regardless of the conservative or liberal stance Catholic intellectual leaders may be inclined to assume concerning their Church's place or position in
the world, it would not hurt them to stop and think: If a large-scale (re)for. .
mation does not soon take place, and a new generation of Catholics abandon
their faith because the tradition has become incomprehensible to them, then
American Catholicism will have squandered its unique "moment."

A REASSESSMENT OF "CATHOLIC MOMENT"
Writing more than a decade ago, Richard John Neuhaus used the expres•
sion "Catholic moment"3 to describe a particular confluence of events that
could present a unique opportunity for Catholics in American cultural and religious history. Recent historical research by George M. Marsden,4 Julie A.

2 I am using the term "non-Catholic" both in the title and throughout this paper to
avoid having to differentiate between those colleges and universities that are "secular"
and those that claim to maintain some vestige of their original Protestant or other religious affiliations, since this paper is limited to the argument that exposure to Catholic
studies should not be relegated exclusively to Catholic institutions. Such a differentiation would be difficult in any event. It would do well to keep in mind that secularist
views pervade and in some instances dominate the academic cultures of most American colleges and universities, regardless of their charters. As Neuhaus cautions, "A
secular university is not a university pure and simple; it is a secular university. Secular is not a synonym for neutral" ("The Christian University: Eleven Theses," First
Things 59, [January 1996], p. 20). ·
3 Richard Neuhaus used this term and the phen()menon he Claimed it accurately
describes in his controversial book, The Catholic Moment (New York:. Harper and
Row, 1987).
4 George M. Marsden's influential historical treatment of the role of religion in
American higher education is The Soul ofthe American University: From Protestant
Establishment to Established Unbelief (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994).
Except for a few hints in a "Concluding Unscientific Postscript," pp. 429--44, which
suggests the extent of current discrimination by scholars and administrators who wish
to keep religious viewpoints out of mainstream American higher education, Marsden
offers no real solution. This comes later in The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
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Reuben,5 James Tunstead 13urtchaell,6 and others amply illustrates tht\rapi~
decline and collapse during the 1960s oftheintluence.of a largely Protestant
morality that once dominated mainstream American higher educatlon,7 a decline that was over a century in duration, so that by the early. 1970s ·those
Christian values were effectively marginal to the academic culture. 'fhis marginalizatiqp :of morality is corycom~tant with the inte~lectual transforp~ati()n of
the academy into its present state. As a consequence, mainstream acaderp:ia is
dominated by· faculty and adniinistrators who ha~e adopted a secular posture
· that is exclu$ivi~t in ~e sense that it systemati~illly bars Catholic arid evangelical Christian voices from participation thrqugh its hiring and t~nure deci~
sions, ~nd Is some~ilnes o~enly ,hostile towar-d· Christian sc~olarship.
Thus, as we bravely enter postmodemity,, the spiritual v~cuum left by the
abse~ce of even the symbols of C~ristian stewardship in American intellec- ·
tual life, is likely to be filled in one of two ways: The first is complete secularization. The emergent·American culture is seen' to be' moving ste~ily
along the path toward subjective moral relativisrp: in response to religious di.versity an~the lure of a global economy.. It is a confluence of ideologies that
publicly attributes equal metjt to all religious belief8-'-whether traditional,
eclectic, or· syncreti~. In·. practice, however, this new academic establishment
permits a kind of '~dabbling" into strange and novel spiritualities as if to
dem~mstrate its open-mindedness, while releg~ting to the private domain
~ose traditional. faiths such as Catholicism and evangelical Protestantism
5 Julie A. Reuben's The Making of the Modfml Uiziversity: Intellectual Trim!.j'ormation and the Marginalization of Morality (Chicago: Th~ University of C~hi~ago
Press; 1996), paralleling Marsden, dymonstrates how influential faculty and college
presidents managed, <Werseveral generations rutdo(ten unwittingly, to undermine the
moral purpose of the American college and university that many of U1em were striving
to protect and preserve.
·
6 James Tunstead Burtchaell's The Dying of the Light: The l)isengagement of Colleges and Universities front the it Christian Chwches (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans,. 1998) contains 17 case studies from Catholic to Congregationalist,. Evangelical
and Charismatic, to mainstream Protestant colleges and universities. While ,echoing
many of Marsden's arid Reuben's sentimen~s~. Burtchaell raises other questions about
the nature of secularization. Unlike Marsden's prognosis, which appears to be cautiously optimistic, and Reuben whoseworkis purely historical, Burtchaell see1ns utterly pessimistic ilboui the chances of reversing the "slippery slope;' ()f secularization
in American higher learning.
·
.
'
· 1 This applies not only to those colleges founded and once-controlled by. the various religious denominations, but arguably to the Land Grant and subsequent public
institutions as well~espite current pOpular misconceptions about the proper legal
meaning of separation of church and state..
· ··
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that are still perceived as posing a potential challenge to the Zeitgeist or dominant "spirit of the age."
An alternative future for American higher education, at least according to
Neuhaus, could come about provided Catholic educators and intellectuals
recognize their strength in number, conviction, and opportunity, and are able
to set aside their internal differences and unite long enough to exert a poten,
tially decisive influence on the course of American public life. Neuhaus envisioned Catholics seizing their unique "moment" which he understood as having been brought about by the vacuum in Protestant moral and political.
leadership. As Neuhaus seemed to suggest, Catholics alone were in a position
to profoundly influence American life by virtue of their numbers and by their ·
already entrenched structures of higher learning.
Neuhaus predicted that the majority of influential American Catholics
would fail to recognize their ''moment" until it had long passed;As evidence
of a longstanding trend toward secularization among the majority of leaders ·
of Catholic colleges and universities, Neuhaus cited the 1967 Land O'Lakes
declaration which, in his view, constituted a failure of Catholic higher education to retain its uniquely "Catholic" identity in the face of external pressures.
In other words, by declaring its independence from all forms of authority
"externaLto the academic community" these institutions were de facto offer- ·
ing "a perfect invitation to follow in the footsteps of those who have gone the
way so decisively traced by George Marsden."S
Setting aside theJively debates thatarose from Land O'Lakes,9 but assuming a reasonable accuracy in Neuhaus's assessment of the state of American
intellectual life a decade ago, does it necessarily follow that the "Catholic mo- ·
ment" thus described was a mere snapshot in time-a t1eeting opportunity
which, once lost, can never be recaptured? Perhaps. Shakespeare speaks to this
situation through Brutus's words of caution: "There is a tide in the affairs of
men which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; omitted, all the voyage of
their life is bound in shallows and in miseries."lO Equally plausible, however,.
is the possibility of extending that crucial "moment" by protecting .and pre·
serving the heritage until such time as Catholic intellectual life again becomes
sufficiently robust and mature (and presumably more adequately prepared) to
enable .it to take its place in American public life and play .a dominant role in
the reshaping of the broader culture. In October 2000, an article in The
First Things (January 1991), p. 7.
assessment of the ultimate impact of the Land O'Lakes declaration and its af~
termath remains a matter pf debate and lies beyond the scope of this paper.
JO Words spoken by Marcus Brutus to Cassius in Julius Caesar, act 4, scene 2, The,
Complete Oxford Shakespeare (O~ford: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 1113-14.
8
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Chronicle of Highe,r Education quoted Marsden as saying: "The general consensqs is that there's noreaspn to have tQ continue along die slippery slope to-

ward secularism. This is a moment of opp()rtunity for religious colleges."
Marsden's optimism could easily be exten~ed to the prevailing climate at pub:
lie and
non-denominational
private colleges and universities, where interest in
'
'
"faith-based scholru:ship" appears to be coming into vogue; Feafs of renewed
cultural marginali~ation notwith~tanding, Cath@lic sctu5lafs representing the
left, right and center of Catholic thought, may. indeed owe it to themselves and
to their children to make t~is their "moment."IL
If the foregoing appears na'ive to some Catholic scholars, yet signals ~
"call to anns" for others, that
is probably,beca,\ilse thete.is not, and never
re-,
.
,
,ally has been, a univpcaLor uniform understanding of the, Catholic intellectq.allife in America. Catholic cultqre....,-which~ for .the purposes Of this paper
has been construed broadly and loosdy, is niind~b6gglingly complex, di·
verse, dynamic, multiform and polythematie. Its dynamism has always been
graced and plagued by the continual process of enculturation, despite well. known and oft•misrepresented ,efforts on the one hand (from the Nicene Fathers to the Inquisitors, to the campaign against Mod~mism 12 and-according to some voices"-to the cqrrent advocates of the mandatumq) to ensure
orthodoxy by curbing dissent, and by, such diverse 1'agents of ch~ul'ge" ,on the
other harid, as Aqliinas, Ignatius, Teresa of Avila, Maritain, Rahner, and Con..,
.gar, to name but a fe~. to preserv~ what each considered to be the heart ~f the
tradition while capturing and reinterpreting through their-distin<;;tively faith~
filled lenses the best insights of the spirit of their respective ages. Indeed, at
every time and place throughout its lopg history, sorn¢ degree of tensioo has
,,

'

;.

ll A somewhat different viewpoint on the effects of secularization on Catholic
thought and the potential .for a ren~Wat of ftrst tier Catholic schohrrs41P in. postm9£1em
America is expressed by John 0; Caputo in ''Philosoph,y and~ Prophetic,, Postmod-.
emism: Toward a Catholic Postmodemity," American Catholic PliUosophical Quar·
'
terly 14, no. 4 (Autumn 2000), pp. 549-567).
12 ."Modernism" was not a single movement but. more accurately a tendency
among some Catholic intelledtuals to make use of the methods and presuppositions ·of
· contemporacy, mostly Protestant or agnostic, scholarship (much of. which was per. ceived as hostile to traditional Cathqlic beliefs) over· and against neo-scholi1stic
norms. See James, C. Livingston, Mod(!m Christian Thought, vol. 1 (Upper Saddle
River, New Jersey: Prentice Hall~ 1997), p; 379.
.
. .. . . ·
·.
·" ·· ··13 The proposed mimdatum is a canonical "certificafion"'to be· issued by lo¢al brsl:):.~··
ops to Catholic theologians who t~a.Ch in U.S. Catholic colleges and universities; it
will constitute an ackqowledgement by Chur~h·authority that a Catholic professor of .
a theological discipline is a teaeher w~thin the full communion of the Catholic Church.
s~'Application of Ex Corde Ecclesiae for the United States: 4, 4~approved by NCCB.
on Nov. 17, 1999).
'
·
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existed between those interests· that would conserve and preserve the tradition ,
precisety'as it w~ received by the~,andopposing interests within the same:i
tradition that would atteniptto reinterpret 'or reframe the Catholic intellectUal i
heritage so that. others ~ubsequent gepetatiops might again conserve and ·
preserve the. creative SY}lthesis achie,yed by tQose creative contributions.
:
· It is certajnly plausible that mqre than on~ "Catholic moment" may appear ;.
and ~anish relatively, unnoticed, but the coming together. of unique circutn· ·i ·
stancesJha~ presents a rare opportumt)' for Catholicsto influence th,e PIJblic)
life .of Amefica.is unmistakable. yetfew Catholic leaders today seem a.ware;•. ·
that this could be: theif "moment.'' Regarc;Hess of how on~ might .argue, this
opporfunity caq only be met effectiv~lY, 'ifthe stage bas already been properly'·
set. In this case, 'the stage is the American college and university. Most•
Cathol~c, an~Iysts would agree that the preservation of any distinctively
Catholic w,of!ldview is inextricably b,ound to the broad accessibility and wide-spread popularity of a genuihely Catholic higher education.

in

MODELS OF CATHOLIC STIJDffiS PROGRAMS
In 1997'-98; the most recent statistics. available., there were a total of 4,096 1
U.S. post-secondary institutions.t4 Of these, only 220 colleges and universitiesj
(or fewer than 5.5% of .the total· number of U.s~ schools of higher ·l~aming).'
· were denominational schools that identified
themselve~ as Catholic. 'With !
,.
roughly 3,876 non-Catholic colleg~s .and universities in America, the{e is no.·
la.Ck of opportunity to. establish Catholic studies initiatives at campuses that ·
have no connection with the Ro.rnan Catholic Church or .the Catbolic tradition.: :
There bas been grQ,>Vinginterest in rec¢nt years in Catholic studies pro;.
grams at several of the" 22015 American denominational colleges and univer.;.
sities thar identify them$e\ves as G:atholic.16 With few exceptior1s, however;
I'

c

.

'

c

'')

total ~ncluded"615·public 4'-year; l,Q92 public 2-year; 1,536 private 4-year
non-profit; 169 private 4-year for-profit; 184 private 2-yearnon-profit; and 500 private 2-year for-profit schools. See The Chronicle of.Highet Education Almanac 47, •
no.l! September l, 4000, p. 9.
.
.
.
.
. . . ..
15 Database of the Assqciaqon of Catholic Colleges and Univ.el"sities (ACCU), One
· Dt~pont Circle, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20036;-1134; as of October ll, 20Cl0. (The
ACCUhad 241 U.S. Catholie.coJleges .and universities in its datltb~se OQ October 1,
14 This

~~~

.

.

.

16 See Hinsdale. "Catholic Studies: Models and l\1otives," cites a number of s~. cific progr~s :of Catholic studies- that havi flourished" recent ,years on Cath~lic
campuses. However, I am aware of little work that has been done as of this date, and
certainly no serious studies have been released .which examine the relative. sqccess 6f '
the·d()zeti or so Catholic studies. initiatives (typicatly ati endowed faculty chair) at
private non-Catholic colleges ~ universities, possibly comparing_ those
public
results with Catholic studies ou~omes at Catholic institutions.

m·
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<;atholic snt9ie~ at the post~secondary lev¢1 has ·not been promoted ap~ from
these Catholic colleges and universities:_.,.clespite the· fad that slightly fewer
. than: 14%17 of all traditior.al-age Americ~n Catholic college students are en-'.
rolled in colleges or universities identified .as Catholic. The fact that nearly
S7% of all baptized (or "cradle") Catholic college students in the United
States today (i.e, roughly six out of seven Catholic college students; or
somewhere in the neighborhood of fopr lnillion) attend .schools· n"ot ide~tifie(j
.as Catholic, raises the question:.. How and wher~will these Catholics
well
as some 'non-Catholic students .who also may
interested in learning ~bout
,Catholic beliefs, scholar~hip, anct culture), ever become expq~ed to,mucli.
less .afforded .an opportunity to become a:ppropqately ''forme(j"]n, thaMradi..
,tion? Fromthe&e number$ itjs.apparent that.if the Catholic.iJltellectualtradi..
.tion (broadiy defined) is to 'be m~e I"eadily accessible to. the vast maj<;>rity of
. ·Americ~; ¢atholic: ~allege student$ as .part· of their formal· higJ-ter learriing•.
then programs of Catholic studies of one cy.pe or another must be established
~t non-Catholic c;:olleges and universities. is
. .
.
.
As of this date no formar study has been. pupljshed that focuses. on an as. sessment. of Catholic st~dies faculty chairs and programs at non-Catqolic.

be

(as

17 This percentage, adrilittedly approximate,'was obt&n~d by extrapolating and
. combining .data from .several sources; unfortu~tely, ~here was no simple arid "painless" way to ~btain reliable information .. I wish to thank Professor Monika Hellwig,
ACCU executive director, {or her kind assistance. In a phone intervi~w on October
13, 20QO, Hellwig estill1ated that roqgply t.welve to thirteen percent of all Catholic
American traditjonal colle$e-age (18-to-23-year-olp) students who atteJJ.ded college
enrolled ~ Catholic colleges. and universities. According to Hell'Vig; amopg tl1e approximately 660,000 students who enrolled in tile 220 U.S. Catholic colleges in fall
1999, between 60% and 70% were Catholic. Seventy percent of 660,000 is 429;()00the midpoint estimate of tpe number of C~tholics that were enrolled at U.S. Catholic
colleges in fall 1999. Approximately one-fourth of the U.S; population (estimated at
272,690,800· in fall 2000) Was Catl;lolic. The Qhronicle of 1/igher Education, estimated U.S. underiraduate enrollmen:t' of 12,450,587, a conservative estimate of
Catholics enrolled iii all U.S. colleges .and universities in.fall 1999 was 3,112;500
(September l, 2000; p. 7). Thus, a rougbestimate ofCatholic Americans attending
non-Catholic colleges is 2,683,500 or 86.2%.
18 Individual Catholic parishes, missions, and apol!tolates throughout the United
States, as well as campus niinistqes and student organizatiqns at Catholic and in some
instances non:-Catholic colleges (~.g., Newman Clubs), offer educational opportunities· .
.for teens and adults to learn about the Cathplic faith and especially the catechism, e.g.,
RCIA(Rite of qmstian Initiation of Adults), and CCD (Confratern,ity of Christian
Doctrine). These programs, however, are almost'exclusively apalogetic in focus and-~
content; and while some attempt to be "formational"' they are generally too brief and
·necessarily su~rficial to significantly affe9t the way in which patticipants view them.:
selves, their world and reality. More importantly, most lack the depth or breadt9 ·of in. telle.Ctual inquiry thatis possible by means. of "Catholic studies" approached as a postsecondary academic discipline.
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colleges and universities. However, a modest but informative body of.
(largely anecdotal) literature is developing with regard to Catholic studies
initiatives at Catholic colleges and universities. Since there would be obvious ·
substantial similarities in program content, subject matter orientation, curriculum, organization and theJike, a fair portion of the literature dealing with ·
Catholic studies at Catholic colleges can be useful as a starting-point for in~ ·
quiry into Catholic studies opportunities for students at non-Catholic schools.
Even at Catholic colleges and universities, the very notion of Catholic
studies of recent vintage.19 f"rom the available ·literature, several variables
are evident as to how Catholic studies initiatives have developed and fared at
Catholic colleges. First, these programs have differed widely in terms of
stated (and, in some instances, implied or covert) purpose, aim, goals, and
mission. As a result, such programs are variously defined by subject matter
content and by their relationship to the overall curriculum. Generally, however, such programs appear to have grown up ·as a consequence of the per- .
ception of at least some· influential constituencies that a renewal of emphasis
on "Catholic identity'' is desirable on the part of the parent or sponsoring institutions (i.e., the Catholic colleges and universities to which the respective
Catholic studies programs are affiliated or an integral part), and that a
Catholic studies program is a practical means of accomplishing that aim. Sec- .
ond, Catholic studies programs have met with varying degrees of success.20
And third, the "political" agendas of involved faculty, parent institutions, and
funding sources have all shaped the development ofthese programs, giving
them some of their more distinctive characteristics, Doubtless, the character,.

is

19 Interest in Catholic studies programs at Catholic colleges and universities has
grown significantly during the 1990s. Doubtless several programs were the result, at
least in part, to growing perceptions (especially in the light of Ex Corde Ecclesiae)
that Catholic studies in the curriculum constituted a form of tangible evidence of the
host college's Catholic identity. A few colleges have offered Catholic studies in one
form or another for longer, e.g., the University of San Francisco's Saint Ignatius Insti•
tute recently celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary.
20 The University of San Francisco's Saint Ignatius Institute is a well~publicized
instance of a Catholic (Jesuit) university that offers both a Catholic Studies Certificate
Program as part of its mainstream curriculum, and a "separate" Saint Ignatius Institute
that aims to provide a formational experience tor 160 undergraduates who participate
in its "Great Books" program. Until January 2001, the Institute by design stood apart
from the rest of the campus, with participating students taking rpughly half. their .
classes at the Institute "where core faculty members view themselves as defenders of
traditional Catholic teachings and values." On January 19, 2001, the conservative Institute's director was summarily dismissed and the Institute was placed under the
same direction as the university's Catholic Studies Certificate Program, setting oti a
storm of controversy according to T11e Chronicle of Higher Education "Conservative
Roman Catholics Criticize U. of San Francisco President," February 15, 2001).
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.·purpose and mission of Cat\t~lic sttidies pr()~ams, ~ welt as enrolb.~ents and ·
relative importance within the paren~ institUtions, can depend as much upon
the motives and a8e~das of f)Inding souic~s as tippn .the mission and self;.
identity of the. parent. institution' and the involved faculty. (We s~all return to
this later:) ·
.
.
.
. How can one characterize Catholic. stpPies programs lit· Catholic college~
. and 'universities? MarY; Ann ,Hinsdale recently identified fournrodels'of
Cathollc:studies at Catholic'c,o1leges based on ea,ch program's chief aim or pyrpose: HinsdaJe'tefers to the first type as tb,e "cUltUral studies'~ m<Jdel. This a~ ·
'proachiS to study Catholicism
mq1ti-face~ ·:cultUre.'' Like.''area studies''
the.•.·~cultmal studies'' appr()ach is heavily interdi~ciplinary, ·d.rawing ·1,10t only
from·theology ~d· teligious -studies ·but ·~soJrom phU()sophy, history:··the-social
~cie,11ces~ literaturcr ·and art faculties, iUnsdale argues tnatwhile Ca_tholic "cul~
· t\lral studi~" i,pitiatives claim an QnbiaseilstaQce, e,g;, "Catholicism is .sfu\ply·
· a tradition with a long; intll,lentiaJ, history, .and,. therefore, worth studying,!' the ·
.vecypreseP,C€f of Catb,olic. "cultural studies'' at,Cattiolic• colleges ''suggests that
.. this particular cultural iQ.entity has become • marginalized, whether that" be
througp. some process of ipstitutional seculal'i~ati~n (through design or by default), or as ~ by-product of the as~ipri1ation of white, European immigrant
Catholi9s into.mainstream American,culture;"2l ,}IinsClale Cl\utions that this ap""
proad1 acfJially is far from neqti"al (i.~~' that indeed it has: an agenda,' or is moti,.
yated by. ''advocacy-orient~tioh") Jo .the e~ten.t that it prompts the "sense"
that the Catholic. intellecttiat heritage. has been marginalized (or ,re.;-:IIlargirialized?) in American culture. J,roQically, Hinsdale note~ an irony in that the vert
Cl~Jll ofthis approach to neutrality makes it a .difficult lll(!>d¢1 to serl-e as a for.111ative means of passing on a C~thotlc cuimce.22
·.
.
,.
Th.e seconp mo4el Hinsdale icientifies ·as ''apologetic" because thi~ approach ul1ash~edly pro(llotes ''Cath:oJic identity;,· Wliich is o~.en viewed as
an· antidote ,to the secularization·. of ·American culture. The "apologetic"
· 'catholic stut:lies program, Hinst:lale sa:ys 1 seeks to "restore a unifi~d Catholic
worWvieW?' . bY •. ~ntroducing students ·to the thqpght of Catholic "greats"23
· such as Newman; Da~sori, Ghestertop,,_Lewis, Mafiiain, Gilson,'}>ieper, etc.
nus approach .draws mainly from. th¢ college·1s ·philosophy, theology and
• English departments, and Qftenfaculty ~~cl courses -ar~ widely solicit~ for ...·. .
intlusion inthe overall pf6gram; however•. facultY who are allowed to ~ach
t~e "co~ course" 'in tbese j)r()gfafus are· generally clos'ely~ 1lloiiitored, piesumab~y to assure consonance With the ~rogram's educational objectives and
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Hinsdale, "Cathoijc Studies; Models ancl'Motives," p. 7.
Ibid., p. 8.
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consonance on the part of participating faculty with the "Catholic characterl~
of the program. According to Hinsdale, the true character of such programs is
often "monocultural" in that they frequently promote a distinctively "Anglo..
American" form of Catholicism. 24
The third approach to Catholic studies Hinsdale identities as the "Catholic in.;
tellectual tradition'' model. Described as a hybrid of the two previously de~
scribed approaches,·. this model like the "cultural studies" approl).ch seeks to be
interdisciplinary, but like the "apologetic" model it strive$ to preserve and expand a long tradition of Catholic intellectual life. Hinsdale describes this ap:.
proach ·as tending toward a wider definition of Catholicism, thereby allowing
greater inclusion of often-marginalized voices. within Catholicism, e.g., women,
African Americans, Native Americans, Latinos, working-class and poor
Catholics. According to Hinsdale, this approach is strongly historical, including
exposure to the tradition's "dark side" (e.g, the Crusades, witchburning, Inquisition, ties with colonialism, slavery, anti-Semitism). Hinsdale criticizes the
"Catholic intellectual tradition" model as missing the sense of Catholicism as a
world religion and how it has become inculturated into non-Western cultures.25
The final category of Hinsdale's four-fold typology is referred to as the
"formative" or "formational"26 model. In contrast with the other three mod- ,
els, this approach does not seem to exist as .an entity in itself. Typically ap:..
pearing as a service-learning component of programs that attempt to integrate
campus intellectual life with the particular charism of its sponsors (Hinsdale
uses the example of a Jesuit emphasis on "men and women for others") or
through series of retreats. Hinsdale perceives this genre of Catholic studies as
attempting to provide an intellectual structure that grounds some service approach such as social justice outreach or peace studies to help make these
apostolates more comprehensible as vehicles for ''handing on the tradition.''27
While stopping short of endorsing one model over the others, Hinsdale
does consider "unconscionable" any program of Catholic studies that she regards as "monocultural.'' Hinsdale argues emphatically for programs that
meet today's challenges of multiculturalism and pluralism, on the basis that
"[T]he experience of American Catholicism is too rich to neglect the contributions of different ethnicities and regions.'' Any approach to Catholic studies that meets these challenges would, in fact, provide a strong argument for
its implementation at a non-Catholic college oruniversity, since most secular
Ibid.
Ibid., p. LO.
Both terms are used, apparently interchangeably, throughout Hinsdale's paper.
Ibid., p. ll. Hinsdale notes that she could not find much evidence of successful
"formative" programs. Perhaps further studies a,long these lines could be useful.
24
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histitw:tiohs ·of higher learning today pride them$elves in meetmg :the chat.,.
lenges ofmutticulturalism and pluralism. Inde~d. Hinsdale's·concerns appear
consonant ip some impQ1t.ant ways. \\lith Jacques M~tain's sod~! and educational philosophy.'
.
··.·
f.dehtifying ··approaches. to ·. <:;atholic studies does not. provi~e 11· ~omplete
, pictur~ oftheit Afversity; Portu~ately, Hinsdale also }identifies ~he most common JllOtives' or agendas, that lie behind Catholic studies .initiatives at
Catholic colleges:and ~Diversities, which.can be sumtnarize~f as follows:))
nostliJ.;tgia. (or; p!:Jt another way, disillusionni~nt··.andfordisenfranchlsemenf ..
witb,mu~lr:()f';!Ilainstl1!ani ''postmodem" scholarship); 2) ag. aptidot~ to loss
of a culture, dr ''religiousilliteracy''; 3) evangelization, or' "handing onthe
faitlr';4) the pursult of krt~wledge (i.e., Catholi~ism is viewM.as a botly,,of
·knowledge that is :worth studying); and fi~ally 5)' the solution to "Catholic"
i4¢ntity;' cepcem~· by parent ·in:stitiltions.z~..Wjtll the. obvious 'exqeption of
'.'Cathplic identity," each of these could serve as. contributdryimbtives or
1.1ge~das fot Catholic. studies at non-Catholic colleges. Hinsdale further notes
that tlte most successful programs are those that ar'e enriched by several differeut. ag.endas, everl if these are competing
motives accompanied by differ,,
ent. ideologipal stances. Aniong the ideological positions ~pe identifies are.: l)
conserving (a pastcultqre, tradition, heritage or history); 2~ dialogicru,(int~r
acting with cplture, moving toward~ new synthesis);. and 3).pluralist(tol~ra
tion w~th little ot no evalli!J:tion'or analysis).29
Hinsdale'scautions about some, of t.he motivations for Catholic.l)tudies
notwithst~n!Jing, the fact remains that roughly .six out of, sev~n Catholic
American. qoUege student& are unlikely to receive' any exp()sui'e to the
Catholic intellectual tradition, unless and ·Until sbme form of Catholl,~:: 'studies
is made ~ccessible to the01
tpeir non-Catholic cllfilp~ses. This ~s not· to
minimize Jhe important contributions made by. ·N:~wroan cJubs and Catholic
. campus mirtis.tries mprbviding·formati:Onal activiti¢p afSecuJ&£ colleges, Sti~h
as retreats •. speaker s~ries' and similat fare: However. a .Ca~hplic hlgher educati!on which, in, tb,e days of. the Jes~iLratio studiorum typic;Uly required exposure to ten pl)ilQsophy and faur theology courses;' could ·~carcely be consid~ ·
ered an adequatelY "received" fortnation on the basis of a few retreats:
lectures andself;.help gatherings.Witho~t imparting to the studertt ~Clear vision oheaJity__..:.:whicp, in our day, ·constitU~es to some extent .an 'alternative
worldview '"tkete is little diance of inspirin~ the typical ~illdent ro chP,n~~~g~
her or his mainstreaJll collegiate ~·posttnodetn" wotldview, and e~en' fess
'

ai

'

28

Ibid., p~ ·12. ·,

29 Ibid.
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of empowering future generations of Americans with a Catholic intellectual tradition that for so many was their natural birthright.

OBSTACLES TO CATHOLIC STUDIES
AT NON-CATHOLIC CAMPUSES
Millions30 of American college students currently lack the opportunity to
take courses in Catholic studies because the college or university they have
chosen to attend does not consider the ~ubject matter of the Catholic intellec.,
tual tradition sufficiently useful, relevant or suitable to be included in the curricuJum.. Granted, many colleges that have Religious Studies offer courses· in
Biblical studies or the history of Christianity. But the similarity between such
courses and Catholic studies is generally no greater than the proximity of
modem analytic philosophy to neoscholastic metaphysics. Much of Catholic
studies, as Hinsdale's typology suggests, involves students in a particular
worldview that really is at odds with the prevailing Zeitgeist of American culture, which tends to be echoed in the ethos of the modem secular university,
At its best Catholic studies initiates students into a very different mode of
thinking about themselves and their world; it introduces students to an alternative perception of reality that, frankly, some academic leaders today mistakenly look upon as antithetical to or competitive with their personal visions
of reality. Other academic leaders, including a few evangelical Protestants
who recall ancient prejudices even in this post-Vatican II era, naively treat
Catholicism as inherently superstitious and anti-intellectual. Still others,
schooled in anti-Catholic biases associated with some non-Western or postmodern interpretations of history, privately stereotype the Catholic intellec~
tual tradition as narrow-minded, bigoted, or imperialistic.
Doubtless there are many "covert" reasons that could cause academic lead- ·
ers on secular campuses to shy away from Catholic studies. Few would pub..
Iicly acknowledge their fears. that Catholic studies might promote an ideology ·
with which their non-Catholic faculty is uneasy, and therefore unwilling to sup-·
port. The reasons they might offer publicly are likely to have a very different·
30 As of fall 1997, among the 12.45 million American college undergraduates esti"
mated by the U.S. Dept. of Education (www.ed.gov),minus the 660,000 students who
according to the ACCU attended Catholic colleges, close to 11.79 million students are in
this category-a figure that will rise to approximately 16 million by 2010. (Non~
Catholics as well as Catholics may wish to avail themselves of Catholic studies courses.
More than one inquirer has discovered and adopted Catholicism as her faith in just such
a way.) Although students attending non-Catholic colleges in some urban areas could
gain access to Catholic studies courses with some effort, rarely do colleges make it con•
venient for these students to transfer credits in Catholic studies to non-Catholic schools
except as ''pure" electives, which are seldom useful toward graduation.
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ring. Such arguments might include the objection that the existing curriculum
already offers too many electives, or that Catholic studies would be too costly,
or that it is not the pr?per time to expand, or too few students are Catholic, or
those who are Catholic are less than enthusiastic about the proposed program,
or the appearance of Catholic· studies could strain an otherwise harmonious atmosphere of campus life. Other academic leaders might express concern over
possible lawsuits from civil liberties activists if they were to permit the teaching of religionat a publicly supported college or university.3l Another likely argument is that colleges are ''market driven" and can only thrive in turbulent
times following the trends, such as technology oriented programs, and a
Catholic studies initative clearly does not fit this objective.
These lines of argumentation could be quite misleading and their
(mis)use could become a serious deterrent for any proposed initiatives that
would seek to draw Catholic scholarship into the public university. Of
course, virtually every .one of these objections and similar concerns should
be anticipated and can be successfully countered. Unfortunateiy, objections
often have a divisive effect upon groups that, once aired, can thwart or delay
the inauguration of a new Catholic studies program even though proponents
of the initiated were able to offer a reasonable response. While some of
these objections are likely to be based on legitimate concerns, there is none
that cannot be resolved where the desire exists. The greater difficulty seems
to arise with hidden agendas or "covert" objections that are difficult to address because they are never acknowledged or brought into the open. Some
hesitation is to be expected among certain. segments of the faculty and ad~
ministration, and perhaps a few trustees may be opposed to the idea of
·Catholic studies. Unfortunately, the opposition may not be forthright and direct about the true nature and scope of its objections. The culture of the
American academy, much like that of big government and large corporations, is such that centers of resista.nce to innovations are difficult to address
because they often shield themselves from view within their respective bureaucracies and rarely voice their objections openly and honestly within the
31 Actually, matters pertaining to religion are found in Article 6 of the Constitution as
well as the First and Fourteen.th Amendments. However, since the matter of teaching religion in a public school was clarified by the U.S. Supreme Court in Abington School
District v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963), the legal "bottom line'' for publicly supporteq
colleges and universities is that the Catholic intellectual tradition can be taught in the
classroom as a body of knowledge suitable for study, in the same way that evangelical
Christian, Native American, Buddhist and Wiccan religious beliefs and practices can be
taught. See Robert Booth Fowler and Allen D. Hertzke, Religion and Politics in America: F'aith, Culture, and Strategic Choices (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1995),
p. l. See Marsden, The Soulofthe American University, pp. 435-36.
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wider university faculty and adrpinistrative communities. In other situations;,
of course, perfectly sincere and .potentially valid arguments and concerns)
~ay be raised, most of which cap be adequately addressed by.k.nowledgeabl~~·
.advocates of Catholic studies.
One obstacle to the· introduction Of Catholic studies in non-Catholic col;.: ;
lege~.~ses from a misperception comrri9nly shared by student~. faculty and?i
patentS: that, although Catholics represent
hu~gest religiou~ dertorhinatio~l
'; in the United States, any student who has any interest whatsoever in learning~
about the Catholi(l intellectual··tradition can and will neaessarily matriculate:!
in a ~atholic school}2 This notion is easily' refuted by UCLA's national.~'
nual f>Oll of eJ]tenng freshmen, which makes it clear that there are many dit.;;1·
ferent, fand pften more compelling) reasons for the selection of a college o~:
university than its religious affiliation. 33· Thi;s is· notto' sug.gest that Catholie~
. students. are. insuffiCiently curiou~ about their heritage of so uninterested
the1r .·faith .that they ·would not bother to enroll in Catholic studies courses~.·
e.g., as general studies elec.tives ot fot J?,ersonal enrichment, assuming that,!

the

m:

32 Some "market driven" Catholic coUege.leaders hesitate to·d~courage this mis~l
perception due to concern over preserving their Catholic "niche."' They believe, un~
necessarily in my opinion, that the perpetuation of this "myth" especially amon'j
Catholic parents is essential to keep Catholic higher education afloat by perpetuatingi
its "comer" on the Catholic higher education mark~t In reality; their concern i~
overblown, since students choose colleges for a variety of reasons .other than its reli"j
gious affiliation. To use my alma mater as an exatl1ple, among all undergraduate stU~I
dents at Penn State's main Catl1Pt1S at University Park (State College, PennsylvaniaJJ
who in spring 2000 listed their religious preference drawing from a list of 36 possibl~
selections including ''other" and "unknown," the largest percentage by far identifietf:
themselves as Roman Catholic (35.7%). It is ironic that one of the largest public uni.i'
versities in the Unite<!, States~ with fully .one-third of its diverse student population re-',
porting themselves as Catholic, has yet to perceive sufficientstue:lent interest for a sin,;.!
gle c.outse ·specifically designed to teaph the. Catholic intellectual tradition, despite th~
fact that its Religious Studies progr~Jm supports rui expansive Jewish S.tudies majotJ
which includes an endowed chair, and sponsors the peer-r~viewed, award-winning on•i
line Journal of Buddhist Ethics. (To be fair, Penn State does offer several. Religious!
Studies courses in various aspects of Christianity, which are taught froll1 an ostensibly:
faith-neutral or. "history of religions" perspective.) ..
·
33 A mere 5.8% of the 261,217 incoming college t"t"esbmen surveyed in fall1999 rep-:
resenting 462 American colleges and uriiversities indicated. the religious affiliation/ori-,
entation of the institution was very important in the cotlege they selected. In contrast, fari
greater hm:nbers ()f respondentS gave other reasons for selecting dleit college as very im~ 1
portant1 e,.g~!. acadetrlic reputation (47.Q%), ~ocial:·~pt.J~Qn(23.1%),.Jinancialassis..~n
ranee (30,2%), special program offerings (19.5%), low tuition (27.7%), proximity to res-l
idtmce (20.5% ), size of college (31.1% ), and perceive<;! ability to gain admission to a topj
graduate school (27.5%) andlorto get a good job upon graduation (44.6%). From. ''The:
American Freshman National Norms for Fall 1999," Ameri®ll Council on Education::
.and University ofCalifornia at Los Angeles Higher Education Research InstitUte, The!
Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac, February 15, ?001, p. 28.
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more pressing economic and career-related reasons for attending a particular
college or meeting specific curricular requirements have already been satist1ed or are in the process of being fulfilled. Many future scholl1rs claim to
havetakentheirfirst course in philosophy, theology, or history merely outof
curiosity or' to satisfy a humanities requirement, only to become so inspired
by the subject matter that it made all the difference in their lives.34
Typically the traditional college-age person (eighteen to twenty-four year
old) stands at a crucial point in their spiritual and moral development. College is a time of tremendous change between the relative safety of family life
during late adolesce11ce and the great unknown of young adulthood)5 Most
adolescents in their pre-college years are dependent upon significant others
for confirmation and clarity about their self-identity and meaning; they have
not yet developed a transcendental perspective from which to evaluate selfother relations. The act of leaving home for the first time, in combination
with the college experience itself with its seemingly inexhaustible diversity
and competing values, often triggers a sort of crisis during which the entering
student begins to critically examine her tacit system of values, beliefs and
commitments. Simultaneously, the personality that had been previously
formed and supported by its roles and relationships is forced to struggle with
the question of identity and worth apart from· its previously defined connections. At the.heart of this.double movement is the emergence of third-person
perspective taking. By acquiring this transcendental capacity, the college student is able to more effectively adjudicate the diverse voices and cont1icting
expectations of external and internal authoritative voices.36 James Fowler, an
expert in stages offaith development, sttggests that in order to sustain their
reflective identities, persons in this stage
Compose (or ratify) meaning frames that are conscious of their own
boundaries and inner connections and aware of themselves as worldviews.
34 Prof. Louis P. Pojman recounts (in a personal word to students prefacing one of
his many college textbooks) the unexpected outcome of the first college course he
took in philosophy, a course that led Pojman to read S0ren Kierkegaard's Fear and
Trembling: "Kierkegaard's book had a devastating effect on me, forcing me to become
totally dissatisfied with the mediocre life I had been living in college and drove me to
depths of intensity and seriousness that I have still not recovered from." Philosophical
Traditions (Belmont, California: Wadsworth, 1998), p. xix. ·See Paul. M. Anderson,
Professors Who Believe: The Spiritual Journeys of Christian Faculty (Dgwners
Grove, Illinois: Inter Varsity· Pre.ss, 1998).
·
35 See Ernest T. Pascarella and Patrick T. Terenzini, How College Affects Students:
Findings and Insights from Twenty Years of Research (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1991).
36 James W. Fowler, Faithful Change: The Personal and Public Challenges of
Postmodern Life (Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1996), pp. 61-63.
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Utilizing their capacities .of procedural knowing and critical reflection,
pecions of[ this] stnge "demythologize" symbols; rituals, and myth$, typically translating their meanings into conceptual fonnulations.·'f'requeatly overconfid~nt in their conscious awareness; persons of this stage
attend •minimally to unconscious factors that influence their judgments
and behavior. This excessive confidence in the c.onscious mind and in
critical thought can lead to a.kind of "cogniti:ve;rtai'cissism" in which the
·now clearly boundei,i, reflective self oveN}ssimjlates "r~ality;' and the
perspectives of othe'rs into its wo#dvi~w. 37
· ·

time

J ,"!

College should be and often is' a special
in the lives of most pbrsons:
who are fortunate .enough' to attend. the search for tdentity and meardQg in an·
apparently absurd .wotld neCessitates a rethinlciilg of :Previously held values .and
. often leads ~itherto a ~olprtlitment .to one's previC?us held beliefs or to the .
.·.. ad()ption of a new faith commitment ~velopmenta{ly, the traditi,()nal ,collegec.J
. years are an esp~ially fitting period mwhich to introduce. a person to her in.·.··
tellectual heritage,. especiiUly if. that heritage constitutes ·the .foundation for· an
emergirig life'-perspective or worldview p~ompted by th~ college ~xperience; ·
Moreover,, the college. or university is the appropriate. sitUs for intellectu~ . in" i
quiry that constitutes. spiritual formation ot involves the content of faith.
Nor is it reasonable to assullle that Catholics are equally "at home" on secu;,. '
lar campuses. The largely anecd~tal evidence I have ac,cumulated over the lasf'i
six years38 suggests the contrary-:-that sigriificant numbers of Catholic stu~ !·
dents, especially those who gradua:t~ from Catholic high schools, soon atreri
they ~nter secular colleges and especially laJ'ger universities experience anxiety~
which arises from exposure to· contrasting systems of moral v~ues and an tin~~'!
familiar environment that is oft~n hostile to an ex:plidtly or i:mplic\tly Catholic i
worldview.39 I do not wish to overstate my case; My percep!ion is thatJJ!e.·
. 31Jbid;, p. 63..

'
. '
·.'
·.·
.
. •.
One of !DY ongoing reseljich interests is to IJleasure the impact of higher edUC!l·<;
tion's a,cadeinic aad environmental drcuinstaqces up()n the moraf and fa,ith develow. i
ment of Oitholic stQdents. In this connection; :1 used in'-depth interviews to compare<
and. ~ontrastexperiences of first-year Catholic stUdents attending a Catholic uiliversityil
(Fordhihn) with those of Catholic students at a secular university (Penn State). Sett'i
· Frederick Erbffi, Spiritual Development and the College Experience With Emphasi!),
on First~ Year Catholic Students (unpublished paper presenteq Dec. 7, 1994i Penn\
.
..'.··•
· State University's Higher Education Program).
39 This appears consistemt.withthe enrolln;!ent successes enj()yed at Catholic col-'·:
leges whi£h adv8llce.~aditional;' cop.sery~tive•• eY!lQ.Belical andlor. classics ("Grea,~.
Books'') outlookS, such as the Franciscan University (Steubenville, Ohio); .Christen~·
dom College, (Front Royal, Vtrginia), and Thomas Aquinas College, (Santa Paula,.:
California). Critics accuse such form$onal apprdaches to higher education of shelter., :',
ing young adults from the "real world" to their detriment, while proponents argue tha(. ;
a proper formative experience better equips a person to defend their chosen ideology:
against an obstrUctive or, at best, less than s:upportive world: ·
38
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majority of Catholics studying at non-Catholic colleges, especially those who
do not arrive directly from a Catholic high school background, tend to be
much more comfortable with the student culture of the secular academy.
Among the more religiously conservative Catholic first ye~ students who
initially feel "out of place" at secular colleges because their beliefs and
lifestyles differ markedly from those of the majority of students, most tend
increasingly to conform to pressures from peers and faculty as their college
careers progress, while only a small percentage complete the college experience with their Catholic faith intact.40
What does this psychological snapshot of the traditional college-age student's spiritual development suggest to us about the popularity that Catholic
studies courses or programs would likely enjoy on non-Catholic campuses?
Although it is difficult to make a blanket generalization, it stands to reason
th:It even if a modest percentage of Catholics at non-Catholic campuses were
to choose to include individual courses in the Catholic intellectual tradition
among their general education electives, and an even smaller number were to
major, minor or earn a certificate in Catholic studies, the secular colleges and
universities would be enriched and the Catholic intellectual tradition at its
best would .have the necessary means t1rst to survive and then to thrive. The
universities, most of which in the United States are non-Catholic, can provide
both the fertile ground and the leading minds necessary for the Catholic tradition to flourish.
So, given these circumstances, why do academic leaders resist? Why are
there so few Catholic studies at non-Catholic colleges? Framed in a more
personal way, why is Catholic studies overlooked at major universities like
my alma mater Penn State, despite the fact that there is no Catholic college
within a tifty mile radius of its main campus at University Park, and Penn
State enrolls about the same number of Catholic students at its main campus
as the entire undergraduate student population of the University of Notre
Dame? George Marsden hints at some likely underlying causes of the present
40 Although intact is a "loaded'' term, it conveys my point better than "unaffected"
or "untouched" because virtuaJly every traditional college-age student must struggle
to some extent with the. symbols and stories by which their lives were previously constructed. The issues involved are complex; however, Fowler suggests that a fair percentage of young people, especially males, experience a split between the .emotional
and cognitive functioning that can be directly attributed to unresolved relations and
issues from early childhood. In such cases, emotional development fails to keep pace
with cognitive functioning, resulting in overconfidence coupled with insensitivity toward others. Such persons are often drawn to more rigid forms of religion and authoritarian leaders because of seemingly unambiguous teachings, (Fowler, Faithful
Change, pp. 62-63.)
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. paucity of Catholic studies programs on secular .campuses, At the risk of :
oversimplificati9n, M3I'Sdep argues convincingly thatsome of the most powerful interests within mainstreaQl academia today, groups such as secularists, ·•
postmodernists, persons of Jewish descent,41 ex~fundamentalists, Marxists, .
radical feminists, lesbians and gays, typically view traditional Christianity as
one those oppressive powers from which t:he world .needs to be liberated.42
Since virtually all of these groups have suffered· at Jhe hands of Christian$
when Christianity dominated the Western world, and sfnce the differences be•
tween sotn~ 9f these groups and traditional Christians ort fundamental issues.•
of morality are quite inc9nipatible, Marsden ~xplains:

of

Acade,:mic struggles over such is~ues take place in a cultural context of
bitter contests 6ver mor!ll standards for public policy. So the issues. cannot be resolved simply by tolerance and leariling to; get along better.
The f~ct is that many contenders on tJte various sides of such debates
are imperialistic in the sense Of wa11ting· to set the moral standards for
all of society.
Granting that the~ is some basis for concern [among academics from
these dominant groups] about resurgent Christian imperialism, we
should. ask whether such concerns are ~ufficierit to justify the effective
silencing of traditional Christian voices in much of mainstream academic culture.43

Marsden answers in the negative. In his opinion, secular academic voices:· :
have far less to fear from Catholic and evangelical Christian voices than the
reverse. Re c.autions that
there is f!IOre dariger [within the academy] of the. imperialism of secularism excludhtg conservative Christian voices than of the reverse.... I do
not want to imply that· conservative Christian voices have been totally
excluded from mainstream academia. They may be rare, but sometimes
'

,\

'

41That Jews as a group have suffered terribly under qu;istian hegemony cannot be,
denied historically and should not be forgotten,. This caveat notwithstanding, Marsden·
prudentlfclarifies the in~lusion of Jews on his list of.powerful academic lobby groups" .·
that are potentially if not actually opposed to the readmission of Christian scholarship' .·
at secular campuses: "Many Jewish scholars ... ar~ understandably wary of any sug~. ·
gestion of resurgent Christian influence. In the view of such scholars the. issue is more ·
a matter of politics and power than of abstract principle~ Jewish scholars might read:. ·...
ily support Jewish .studies centers where scholars openly advecated Zionism and the ·
preservation of Jewjsh practice; On the other hand, they might ardently defend sepa·+:
. ration of church and state. in this country and oppose OYert expressions of ChiisHan: ..
perspectives. The difference in their minds is that Christians have been the oppressors ·
and, as the majority in this country, are not to be tntsted," See Marsden, The Outra• l
geous Idea of Christian Scholarship, p. 32.
42 Ibid., p. 34.
43 Ibid., pp. 32-33.
1
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they indeed do get a hearing. That granted, it remains tr~e that some
powerful lobbies would like to see thOse voices silenced.... 44

According to Marsden, it is those forces that promote a more standardized
and secularized academic culture that should not be underestimated.45 As
Marsden explains:
The irony of the current situation is that m.uch of the animus toward conservative religion comes inthe name of multiculturalism and diversity....
When it comes to religion in public .life, the impulse tor integration and
uniformity typically overcomes diversity, despite the rhetoric to the contrary. Certainly this .is the case in mainstream universities .... The result is
not diversity, but rather a dreary uniformity. Everyone is expected to accept the standard doctrine that religion has no intellectual relevance.46

The process of the secularization of American higher education leaves little
room for Catholic.and evangelical voices precisely because these are so often
perceived by dominant groups especially within the larger secular universities as antithetical to the academic culture. Paradoxically-and this seems to
be a main pointofMarsden's book-if Christian scholarship at its best were
allowed to enter the academic mainstream, then its inclusion would have the
effect of intellectually enriching American higher education.
It is reasonable to assume that proponents of a succ;essful new Catholic
studies initiative at a non-Catholic college and university will have first
"done their homework" by thoroughly researching the viability of such a program in that particular setting. They will have identified those academic interest groups that would be most likely to resist Catholic studies, and will
have prepared appropriate responses to mollify any legitimate concerns, presumably prior to bringing their case before those academic leaders who make
the ultimate decision.

STRATEGIES FOR INTRODUCING CATHOLIC STUDIES
AT NON-CATHOLIC CAMPUSES
Apart from the rhetoric, the politics, the posturing and the neglect, the
true motivations of academic leaders will remain a matter of speculation. In
.contrast, the dearth of Catholic studies in ·the curricula of non-Catholic. colleges is an irrefutable fact. Only a small number of teaching faculty who specialize in Catholic studies at non-Catholic U.S. C()lle~es and universities hold
designated or endowed chairs· in academic specializations that are even reIbid., p. 34.
Ibid., p. 109.
46 Ibid., pp. 34-35.
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motely related to Catholic studies. Most of these chairs were instituted within
the last decade. Although at least twelve schools currently (or int6nd to) offer. ·
individual courses in Catbolic. philosophy, theology, or history,. into their cur~ ,
riculum, few (if any) c.urrently offer 'their.students a major, minor•or ~ertifi:.. i
cate in Catholic StUdies.
Several years ago I developed a typology of Catholic higher learning that
included se\.-eral creative strategies ainied 11t ,providing A111erican u~detgradu..: !
ate ~tudents not enrolled at a traditionally Catholic colle,ge or university the<,
option pf a higher education of a distinctively Catholic character.47 Among.
the altem~tives d<?scribed were four approaches for squcturing Catholic stud- •
i~s48 at public ~d I?rivate non-Catholic colleg~s an~ universities. These<
. structural models included: 1) individual courses or programs in Catholic his. tory, philosophy, theology, etc., arising from the establishment .or en~owment;
ofchairs in Catholic studies, modpleCl on the H~ard University chair once'.!
occupied by ·Christopher Dawson; 2) Catholic studies offered within a non;;.
Catholic college, either as an independent dep&rfment.or program, or as· part i
of the college's religious studies, theology, philosophy, history or similar de" ::
partment typically situated in liberal arts or humanitie~; 3) the "Catholic stud~ !
ies consortium" model, in. which two or more separate institutions of higher -i
· learning, including at least one Catholic and orie non-Catholic college or uni..·J
versity, become in~olved·in an effort to offer Catholic studies. "for credit" to !
students enrolled at participating tton-.Catholic colleges; and 4) the develop. t
ment ·of initiatives made po&sible through more innovative organizational\
structures. 1 will refer to this as the "independent Catholic institute" approach, since it would ai~ to offer Catholic studies at a convenie~t off-cam•
pus location through an arrangement with any fully accredited Catholic col~ j •·
lege to" guarantee. pflt{ieipating stud~nts the necessary region~ . accreditation _;
and to facilitate the transfer of course credits to the non..:Catholiccollege o:r '
· ·university wq¢re the participating students· are enrolled.
Of th~ four approaches described above, the most· common is. th~ acade~ '
mic chair Jn C~tholic studies ~althoggh only a dozen or so have been·estab•. •
lished at n~n-'Catholic institutions). As professors who haye held these chairs '
know only toq well, the existence of an endow~d chair does not necessarily
. 47 See Fredeii~kErb In, Profiles o/c-athOlioHigher EducationinAmerica: Prog~ ~
rtoiis and Prescription (unpubJ,ishe(iM:,A. thesis, Pennsyl~ania State Univer~ity, Jan-

uary 1998). pp. 85-113.
.
·
48 The tenn "Catholic studies," while broadly defmed, is delimited here to post~ .
secondary programs. that offer degrees, majors, minors, certificates, or indivtdual !
courses for undergraduate or graduate credit.
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lead to a full-tledged Catholic studies program, complete with a major, minor
and certificate in Catholic studies. It is possible to move in that direction, of
course, beginning with a faculty chair. (The University of Illinois at Chicago
appears to be moving in that general direction.) More needs to be researched
and written on this model, which is developing slowly but is likely to emerge
as the most commonly implemented model.
The "consortium" approach is somewhat more creative, and may only be
feasible in urban communities or in highly unusual situations where a smaller
non-Catholic college comes to recognize the need to add Catholic studies to
its curriculum but lacks the resources to do so effectively. General consortia
of colleges and universities exist today in large urban areas, and often both
Catholic and non-Catholic institutions participate; however, no consortium of
colleges and universitie:s comes. to mind that facilitates a program of Catholic
studies as such.
Certainly the most innovative and arguably the approach best suited to
the more challenging circumstances is that of an "independent Catholic institute." An initiative of this type would be built on the design and development of an independently funded, fully accredited institute for Catholic
studies, housed in an easily accessible off-campus location that ideally
would include adequate classroom space, administrative offices, library,
faculty and student lounge and reading areas, possibly a refectory to pro,.
mote faculty-student discourse outside the classroom, and an explicitly and
exclusively Catholic chapel where services are offered daily to students.
The ideal Catholic institute would retain its own faculty and staff, and
would offer fully accredited courses (initially, at least) through a contractual arrangement with a like-minded Catholic college or university as its
sponsor. The accreditation might work as a variation on the distance education and web-based learning practices for which regional accreditation is
becoming increasingly commonplace.49 In all cases in which an off-campus
institute or consortium model is utilized, appropriate articulation agreements would have been reached between the Catholic studies program
(possibly through its sponsoring Catholic college) and the adjacent or
nearby non-Catholic college or university, so that students enrolled at both
places could easily transfer credits that can be counted toward requirements
for graduation. Likewise, arrangements would have to be made concerning
financial aid. The successful institute would ensure that the entire process
49 As of this writing, repeated requests for clarification on some important points
concerning the "independent Catholic institute" model have not yet received an appropriate response from a regional accrediting agency.
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ot taking courses in Catholic studies and receiving appropriat~ credit for')
them should ·be made as . streamlined anq seamless a~, possible. The totald
concept of an independent institute for Catholic studies would .be to offeri
.students from the adjacent non-Catholic college options tanging from a sin~'!'
· gle·course in.Catholic studies, to a "second maj'or" in C~tholic studies, to ad
. fully "formational" experience .of living the religious and moral life associ.ated with the best of the Catholic intellectual tradition.
.
Admittedly in some ins~ances a mean~ of laSt'resort, this Catholic institute.~
model.ostensibly may be vvell suited for situations in which influential meqt.. '
hers of th~ faculty at the targeted. non-Catholic college or university eithe1!1
have effectively resisted or rebuffed all initiatives to impl~ment the frrst three;J
· approac~es listed above, ~r appear ~~ely .to int~rfere with or sabotage the:;
process of effectively growing an on-campus Catholic studies program.
'
·. The' developrri~nt of alternative· models such as these would be greatly fa;.;
cilitated through proactive cooperation on the~ part of registrars, bursars, {i~;
nanciaf aid officers and academic administrators both at the involved'!
Catholic ''sp~nsoring" and non-Catholic, ''recipient" institutions. Although itl
may be possible in some sitUations to develop a successful off-campus pro~·i
gram even in a quasi-h?stile environment, provided sufficient student supporti
is forthcoming, the. importance ·of first "taking the high road" by making)
every effort· to garner faculty and administrative support from the non.,]
Catholic college or university cannot be overemphasized.
.
Returning briefly to Hin.sdale's paper, three words of caution are offered to:1
anyone interested in promoting Catholic studies at a Catholic college~anct¥1
again, these insights also apply to non-Catholic institutions: 1} There is noi
"cookie cutter'' formula that fits all situations; in fact, each set of circu~t"J
stances is unique.. Every in:stitution has its own academic culture and must be·
; approached indi~idually_:_there can be no McDonald's or B~rger' King o(
Catholic studies. programs suitable for all stud~nt populations, c~pus sizes]
arid geographical locations, and college traditions. 2) Student interest shout~
be Illea.sured before time and expense is thrown in'to program; 3) Multiple~
•· funding sources should be· sought to avoid the potential dangerof acceptini;
support from a single .donor who then seeks to impose on the program an ln.:.!
appropriate or untenable agenda. so
·
·
Next to the purpose and mission of the program,Junding may be the riiost 1
iiJlpOrtant concern, af least iriitirufy.''PfeliJ:niiuijf'evidenc~~suggestS-;Dow;,k
ever, that the current climate is favorable
toward individuals and institutions!
.
·\..
'
that seek investment for Catholic studies. Thomas J.Donnelly, a Catholic!

a

;

. 50

Hi.nsdale, "Catholic Studies: Models and Motives," p. 15.
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philanthropist and board member of FADICA, 51 recently called for increased
Catholic diocesan support to programs aimed at Catholic students in state
sponsored and secular universities and not just to Catholic institutions of
higher learning. He urged local churches to ''move beyond strictly institutional interests and to go where the majority of Catholic, college-age students
can be found." Donnelly, echoing the sentiments of Harvard professor J.
Bryan Hehir, said Catholic students need mo.re than simply a substantial
prayer life and a generous spirit-they also need tQ ground those virtues in an
intellectual understanding of the faith. 52
Another serious point of discussion that is likely to surface in the near future is what criteria and procedures will determine whether the character and
content of particular Catholic studies initiatives are sufficiently "authentic" to
be called "Catholic." Until now, debates concerning the "Catholicity" of particular American colleges, programs and faculty in the wake of Ex Corde Ecclesiae have been directed by the Vatican only at Catholic higher education
institutions and theologians whom they employ. At present one of the more
controversial aspects of the apostolic letter is the judgment that Catholic theologians on the faculty of American Catholic colleges and universities should
possess a canonical mandatum. This "license" or certification, which beginning May 3, 200l, must be requested by all Catholics who teach theology at
Catholic colleges and is to be either conferred or withheld by the local
bishop, requires teachers to decJare their role and responsibility "within the
full communion of the [Catholic] Church," that they are ''committed to teadt
authentic Catholic doctrine and to refrain from putting forth as Catholic
teaching anything contrary to the Church's magisterium."53
A discussion of the relative merits of Ex Corde Ecclesiae and the mandatum are beyond the limits of this paper, insofar as these pertain only to
Catholic colleges and universities. However, their impact on Catholic studies programs elsewhere has yet to be realized. The emergence of "Catholic
consortium" and "independent Catholic institute" models of Catholic studies
initiatives at non-Catholic colleges, regardless of their charters or missions,
51 FADICA is an acronym for Foundations and Donors Interested in Catholic Activities, Inc., a non-profit organization located in Washington, D.C.
52 A press release describing Donnelly's remarks to a group of more than one hundred Catholic campus ministers at Allenspark, Colorado, on June 14, 1999, was retrieved from the FADICA web site, www.fadica.org/direct.htrnl on January 3, 2000.
53 Excerpts trom a.sample "Attestation" included in the Draft Guidelines concerning the Academic 'Mandatum' in Catholic Universities (canon 812), presented by the
ad hoc committee chaired by Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk to the NCCB, November
2000.
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will eventually trigger some degree of concern for Rome, the American
bishops, Cath01ic .educators, and other groups and individuals whose per.. :
ceived intere~ts may be affected in various ways~As the number and variety :
of Catholic studies initiatives at non-Catholic colleges increases, it is en.. '
tirely possible that soine conservative groups within the Catholic Church: !
may attempt in some manner to e:?ltend the <;ertification process to these !
faculty. Whether a.Catholic scholar who teaches in a theological disCipline
for a Catholic studies
program at a non..:CathoJic college could, or shouldH
seek a canonical mandatum, poses very serious questions for the teacher1:'!
the. progrlb;n and.the host college.
The notion of extending the reach of Ex C()tde and the .mandatum JQ•.
"certify'' Catholic studies programs or their faculty at.non-Catholic collegesi
may seem preposterous, but it· has already been suggested by at least one:?.
conservative Catholic priest.54 Such a stance,: if !!anctioned either by the·:':
American bishops. or the Vatican, could play into the hands of detractors by ;
givi~g them additional;·grounds for resisting new Catholic studies initia-.)
tives an~ ·for refusing support to existing programs. They could be joined.)
by regional accrediting agencies and faculty .rights organizations such asi .
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) in denouncing.:i
Catholic studies initiatives that require a canonical mandatum on the]
grounds that such programs effectively deny the academic freedom of their
faculty. Such .circumstances could make it more difficult or impractical to i
inaugurate CathOlic studies programs by ex~cerb~ting those centers of re~ ,
sistance that already ·exist toward the idea of Catholic studies among a su~
stantial humber of secular and other non..:Catholic faculty and administra;;',
tors and even among some Catholic scholars .. Ideally some middle ground'.!
shouldbe negotiated that wo:ul~ ensure fidelity·to the Catllolic tradition·as/
well·· a~. the academic freedom of Catholic !!tl,ldies faculty situ.ated in non-:.· :
. Catholic environments.,._not that this acceptable middle ground. would be'
easy to achieve. Avery Cardinal Dulles, noting that theolo~ians of the•i
~

l

. 54 M:orisigJ?or John J. Strynkowsk:i ·asks, "An authentically Catholic theologian
teaching at a secular institution ... why canjt slhe get a.t ecclesiastical certification :
equivalent to the mandatum?" (Fr. ,.Strynkowsk:i, www,mandata.org, February 20r
200Jl;J'I!!~~Slte ranks Cath()lic b()!legesLs~minari~f1, atid_y_llivet:~it!~JI.ittJhe_u.~~Jrolll:i~.
zero to five stars according to their '''MQ" or "mandatum quotient"-calculated as a ;
percentage of theologians employed by ·a particular Catholic college or university who .
have received a canonical mandatum. It is entirely conceivable tha,t significant num~ :
hers of Catholics, prospective students anQ their parents, will use such means to select:)
schools based.on their MQ which, in the popular m,ind, may be perceived as a valid j
indicator of "Catholicity."
·· ·
·
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stature of Rabtler an<t tonergap regularly taught with a canonical Illisl!!ion ·.
or its equiv~lent1 suggests thaf it is pQssible to have both! ecclesiastical coQ.·
trol and'·.~ high level of the.ological research, and. offers some useful clues as
to, hoW' a .balanced approach might. be. achieved that is fair £tn,cl just 'toward
Catholi~ higher education in the, United States: ·
.
..
[T]he pre~ailing seculll11: model ·of ~cadeglic 'freedo~, as' ~scribed by
standard authorities,. requires some modification before being applied to
Catholic ot other church.:reiatec:J institu.tions. The model shows signs of
•. having been constructed as laqdabltrbut one~sided purpose of prqt~t
ing'univer~ity professors from incompetc:mt outside authoritie;, ~bo
fuigbt unjustly seek to impose their owu. ideas. This model ovedooks
the responsibility of th~logy t~~the community of fai~h and the man..
date of the eCCl~siasti9al magiSteri!JtnJO assure the doctrinal S01Jild.ness
'of theology.
,.
.
The 'secular moctel, moreover; is somewhat narrowly based on a tbe. ory of knowledge mo~ suited to the empjrical sciences than to theology,
which rests primarily on divine revelation. The dogmas of faith do not
have the same status in theology as cutrently acc~pted theories have for
secular science. Those who practice theology with the conviction that reyealed truth exists and is reliably translated by authoritative sources will
see the need to work out a properly theological concept of academic
freedom. Such 'an. adapted version will protect authentic theology but ··
will not separate theologians frorh: the body of the Church; it will not set
·tbel-U in opposition .to the ~orillnuhity of faith or its .pastorltl leadership.
Theologians and bishops; in spite of their different roles in the Church;
are fundam~ntally. allies. because. they are alike . committed tO maintain
and .explore. the unfathomable riches of Christ, in whom alone· is. given
the trqth that makes us free~55 ~

a

There is no simple ·solution. Ho\)Vever, it ·is fair to.cautiQn schol~s who
m:ay be contempl~ting (;atholic studies initiatives at nop-Catholic colleges to
av~id the tendency o( some:Cat}lolics and evangelical Christians wh,e absolutize the culturally relative, even in, the name of Christ.56 Highly charged
polemics
not only historically suspect .and often ·promote less than the
.· best scholarship, they al~o CQntribute unnecessarily to the natural tenstc:>il that
· already exi.sts between Christian .scholarship and oth~r voices within th~ aca..• ~~mic~Qn1ID.UJlity~ . ItJs.also.incnpibentu,pon,Catholi~•Ghur.c-h-affieials-tacbe--·--------""-
careful not to stifle the Cath~lk intellectual tradition by placing excessive
oversight and contr.ols...on-4ilitiatiVes; which,- by theiivetyl1Itture,rs116iild be-- ----'-~··

are

ss Avery [)ulles, S.J~, Tlie Craft of Theology: From Symbol to System (New York:
Crossroad, 1995), pp. 176-77. •
56 Marsden, The Outrageous Idea of Ghristiap Scholarship; p~ 100.
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vibrant, dynami~, and in some sense evolutionary.57. It is equally e~sential,. · '
howe.ver, that Catholic stUdies programs continua]ly seek to maintain and
preserVe th~t middle ground which seeks to avoid the sort of collegial bieak,.
down and prOgrammatic atrophy that one often associates with extreme·
· forms of conservatism, radical liberalism, or·confusing agendas that flttempt
to incorporate a wide spectrum of views. under one faculty umbrella.. While; ,•
sqch. formulas ·may suc~eed in· the. selecti~n ·~r Jaculty for other dis<;iplines-;
the nature of Catholic studies requires a facUlty that at least sh!:lres a faith ,. .
·~oninrltment to th~ tradition they teach, research and serve.58
Although tfte shape Of C~tholic studies at~on-C::atholic colleges and l,miversities afready !!eems to conjure up a.n ine~ustible variety·of possible approaches,' there ar~ severhl strategies for its stUdy. and· . ilnplement~tibn that'
appear especially promising:
'
l) Organizations such as FADI<:;A that promote or support Catholic
eleemosynary acti:yities are already urging founqations and individuals· to invest in endowed chairs in Catholic. studies {presumably at non.:Catho1ic ·~
well as Catholic colleges), and
looking Closely at Catholic students who
attend non-Catholic colleges as an' under..served population~· According to
Marsde~, endoWing chairs is aproactive way to c~unterthe prevailing trend
in the academic ~ulture today, in which faculty tend to hire people like themselves, a practice that could eventually obliterate loyalties to any distinctive
religious heritage. "Instead· of encouraging pious .doners to finance· a 11ew
steeple for the cbapel, administrators might encourage the endowm,ent of
such a ch~r." Judgil}g bythe. dozen or so endowed <::hairs in Catholic studies
at noJ1:-Catholic institutions, this seems an appropriate means ip some
insUp1ce 9f "testing the waters" to estimate student inter~st prior to malQ.ng a . ·
·major: investment in a full-bodied Catholic studies program or institute. 59

are

57 Consider how Catholic phil()sophy and theology Jllight have been dimi,nished,
perhaps irreparably, if Bishop of Pan$ Btienne Tempier's Condemnation pf 1277 had
not been overturned, since it directly though posthumously affected the W()rk of
Thomas Aquinas (who drew heavily. upon Averroes' commentari.;s on AristotJe).
Bishops and their cUrial assistants, especially since Ex Corde Ecclesiae gives the
ChU,rCh more "muscle" over the Catholic sector of American higher edQ,cation, ~ould
ao.wellto restst the urge to moveJn haste against any Catholic theologian on the basis
· . of technical matters in which they may not be fully competent. See-Dulles, The Craft
of Theolog~.:Fr;om,Symb.ql JoSystem,_pp. 114-:-151..._
· __ ---~· ·-~:-.~·~.-:·
58 In addition to teaching and research functions, Catholic studies faculty ser\'e as
role models and mentors .to students. There is also debate about whether a theologian
must be a believer-an important question since nearly every aspect of Catholic stud"'
ies involves theology' to some extent. See Marsden, The Outrageous Idea of Christian
Scholarship, p. 168.
· .
·
59 Marsden, The Outrageous ld,ea of Christian Scholarship, p. 106.-.
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2) Existing scholarly institutes that support the concept of Catholic stud-

ies, e.g., Collegium at Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut,60 and the
Institute of Catholic Studies at John Carroll University, Cleveland, Ohio,6l
which until now understandrtbly have been mainly concerned with the creation and development of Catholic Studies programs of various models for
students enrolled at Catholic colleges and universities, may enlarge their vision to proactively encourage Catholic studies injtiatives at non-Catholic
schools, and especially to share. with potential leaders of such initiatives the
practical wisdom resulting from their experiences with Catholic studies at
Catholic colleges.
3) New academic organizations such as the recently proposed Institute for
Advanced Catholic Studies62 may assist Catholic intellectuals in. sorting out
their differences and helping to clarify the need for Catholic studies initiatives at non-Catholic colleges and universities.
4) Scholarly studies ru:e needed that focus on recent and current initiatives
to endow chairs and .promote programs in Catholic studies at non-Catholic
colleges and universities. Especially useful would be studies that provide insights into successful efforts to develop a suitable philosophy of education
and mission statement, setting goals, recognizing the true sources of support
and resistance, and finding successful ways of breaking down barriers to
Catholic studies, organizational development, and curriculum concerns. To
engage in research along these and similar lines would be an appropriate activity for communities of scholars s~ch as faculty associated with the Higher
Education Program at Boston College, or with secular institutes such as Penn
State University's Center for the Study of Higher Education.
5)Another area where research could produce useful findings is to explore
successful approaches to higher education organization outside the United
States, especially in cases where Catholic studies are pursued within larger
institutional contexts that are state supported. One example that comes to
mind as a stellar example of successful symbiosis between explicitly Catholic
60 The Collegium program, located at Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut
. includes an annual colloquy and is self-described as "a joint effort by over 50 Catholic
colleges and universities to recmit and develop faculty who can articulate and enrich
the spiritual and intellectual life of their institutions" (www.fairfield.edu/collegiu).
61 Directedby Francesco C. Ces~eo, the Institute of Catholic Studies hosted-a national conference on Catholic studies in March 2000. In its magazine, Prism, the Institute describes its mission, in part, as follows: " ... to promote serious reflection on
the Catholic intellectual tradition and its place within the academic mission of the imi~
versity... ."(Prism, no. 5 [Summer 2000], p. 33).
62 The Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies is temporarily located in Greensburg, Pennsylvania (www.ifacs.com).
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, and publi~ higher education is the combination of St. Michael's College, St.
Augustine's Seminary, the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, and the
Cl;:uistianitY and Culture Programme, each of which is a component of (()r bas
close ties with) the University of Toronto, Canada's prerilier public research
university. As Avery Dulles; notes, '"[I]n many other religiously pluralistic
countries,· suGh ;as Germa,ny, Holland; Australia, and Canada, there seems to
be no difficulty about teaching Catholic and Protestant theology in publicly
. funded state m)iversities."63
..
6) Research from a legal perspective ~ould be useful in exposing .the' facts
and the be.st legal opinions concerning church~state r~lations and the impijca.tions, if any, of various types 9f charters and organizational structures upon ...
.. the successful implementation ot Catholic s~dies in American hlgher educati<Jn situated. within larger private or public non-CI.ttholic environmentS.
7) Finally, definitive statements from regional accrediting authorities !
would go far toward clarifying the processes necessary for various organizational models of Catholic. studies initiatives to .acquire full a~creditation. ·
. , S~ple curricula and articulation agreefil.ents would also be helpful to administrators who are attempting to piece together Catholic studie$ initiatives
in unusual or unique circumstances.

·SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Accordin.g to Neuhaus and others, American Catholics have reached a
. momenfin history that may determine whether the future of the Catholic,;
intellectual tradition Will be to play vital and ·effective .role in m~nstream
American political andintellecttiallife, or whether its influence will fade as· .
has the Protestant leadership of America's past. The single most crucial fac...
tor in determining the outcoltle of tpe "Catholic mqment'' will be the health
of Cathol~c scholarship (i.e.; higher education resea,rch, teaching and ser"·;
<vice). As Marsden suggests, Cluistian scholarship will only realize its. po• :
tential if it can establish a strong institutiona1.base.64 .Without in any way·
denigrating or comptomising the outstandiJ;lg contribution made ··by·
Catholic colleges and universities and by theological, philosophic~!. and:
historical studies at those schools, it is absolutely essential that Catholic.:
, scholarship build a broader b~e-.if only to reach 'the ~ast majority of!
., college-age Catholic Amerltan~~ Arldwhile one
onlf Spamlateabout!-- - ·.

a
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63Dulles, The Craft of Theology; p. 162.
. 64 Mars4en, The Outrageous Id~a of Christian Scholarship, p.
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the longevity of the crucial "moment" it can be stated without hesitation
that the need is urgent, 65
Regardless of how Catholic intellectuals may construe the "Catholic moment," a compelling argument can be made for inaugurating Catholic studies
in American non-Catholic colleges and universities. In brief, the argument
can be stated as follows:
Assuming Catholics can agree that American Catholicism has something
to say to American individual and political life, ancVor to the perception of reality (or formation) of the next generation of Americans;
And further assuming the centrality of higher learning as the focal point of
any effort to inform the consciences of young people and lead them to the
virtuous life, however it may be defined or understood;
Then, some form of Catholic studies is needed to carry out the task;
And since more than 86% of all traditional-age college students who identify themselves as Catholics nevertheless attend state-supported or private
non-Catholic colleges or universities;
Therefore, the best opportunity to seize the ''Catholic moment" is for
Catholic leaders to provide opportunity and access for all young Catholics
and lifelong learners to study their intellectual heritage-even as Catholic intellectuals may among themselves continue to debate the context and meaning of "Catholic" studies.
The vast majority of America's 220 Catholic colleges and universities
were founded to provide access to .a distinctively "Catholic" education for effectively marginalized Catholics. Today Catholic life, insofar as it stands in
contrast. with the dominant American culture, must be made accessible
through additional means, Certainly there is a place for Catholic colleges and
universities. But there needs to be something more. And this "more" is to inaugurate Catholic studies at non-Gatholic colleges and universities, thereby
preserving qnd sustaining the "Catholic moment"-,-the potential for
Catholics as Catholics, through greater and more effective participation in
American higher learning, to profoundly influence the future course of America's intellectual and cultt1rallife.

65 A shortage of excellent teachers. would alone be sufficient to bring to a rapid
stop any movement for Catholic studies in public universities, yet this may occur
withina decade unless the currenttrerid is reversed. Notably, a fall 1998 survey of
philosophy department heads at U.S. Catholic colleges and universities warns of a
near-term shortage of Catholic scholars in this core discipline for Catholic studies programs. See Paul J. Weithman, "Philosophy at Catholic Colleges and Universities in
the United States: The Results of the ACPA-Notre Dame Survey," Proceedings of the
American Catholic Philosophical Association 73 (2000), p. 312.

